
Cyber is becoming the new world of business. Our mission critical assets are more likely to exist in the 

cyber space. Thus, today’s leaders and decision makers must reconsider the way of how they look at IT. 

IT is part of the business, meaning that IT is a business risk. We are here to eliminate yours.

We give you the power of security automation and response combined with the most expert incident

responders and security researchers under one roof – to obtain real cyber threat detection and

response covering real cyber business risks.

The Challenge In Today’s Cyber Security

Cyber threats don’t stop 
to evolve. In 2020, 1 bilion 
new malware will target 
organization, while the 
attack surface is constantly 
growing, making prevention 
as hard as ever.

By 2022, the worldwide 
skill shortage of security 
professionals will reach 
3 M, while IT security will 
become top tier business 
enabler.

40+ separated tools are 
used by security teams, 
operating in silos, lacking 
integration and collabora-
tion, decreasing time to 
detect and react,  increas-
ing tension between busi-
ness units.

More than 50% of SOCs 
time spent on maintainig 
and fine tuning security 
tools, rather than per-
forming proactive threat 
hunting to uncover active 
attacks and advanced 
threats. 

Average breach lifecycle 
has increased to 279 days, 
while the constantly growing, 
manuallly processed security 
alerts makes impossible to 
investigate every incident.

1B+ 3 M 40+ 50%+ 279

Managed Detection  
and Response

Who we are?

SUBSCUTO (English /’subskuːto):

“Under the shield” in Classical Latin

“A group of highly skil led and enthusiastic cyber security professionals who serve as 
THE shield on the cyberwar battlefield.”



Relieve the day-to-day burden of security operations and achieve 24x7 coverage, from alert  

managment to incident response and proactive threat hunting with our industry-leading Managed 

Detection and Response services. Subscuto’s cyber security professionals will get you up and running 

in weeks and guarantee SLA’s based on mean time to detect (MTTD) and mean time to respond (MTTR) 

to threats in under 60 minutes. 

Subscuto is the first MDR  provider with security orchestration, automation and response as an 

elemental service feature to perform L1 and L2 security operation tasks such as investigation, analysis 

and response, to dramatically cut incident dwell time and effectively act against sophisticated cyber 

threats, without the need of massive investments into people and technology.

MONITOR
Endpoint
Network
Cloud
Remote workforce
Intelligent alert grouping

ANALYSE 

Incident timeline analysis

Root cause analysis

Subscuto automated malware sandbox

On demand malware reverse engineering

Dedicated expert supportRESPOND

Continuous remediation guidance

Automated IR playbooks

Active response chatops assistance

Blast radius reduction

Live containment support

DETECT

ML based detection analytics

Malware, ransomware, exploit detection

Advanced behavioral threat detection

Custom, analytics driven TTP rules

MTTD<60 minTRIAGE

Triage every alert by automation

Standardized incident categorization

Risk based prioritization

Contextual enrichment

High fidelity validation process

ENHANCE

Automated incident reports

Complementary security control guide

Adaptive detection-response loopback

IT Hygiene improvement

Continuous maturity assessment

The Solution:  
Subscuto Managed Detection and Response service

How Subscuto MDR works



Advanced threat monitoring
 
We collect and process high fidelity endpoint, 
network, IoT and cloud  telemetry with ML 
powered analytics, behavioral profiling and 
detection rules against known or unknown 
threats. 

Proactive threat hunting

Subscuto’s elite threat hunting experts for 
early behavioral and technical indicators of 
compromise to identify emerging threats, 
supplement preventive controls and improve 
detection capabilities.

SOAR powered investigation and response 

Security automation gives us the power to 
investigate every alert, and speed up incident triage, 
analysis and response to dramatically reduce MTTD 
as well as MTTR.

Threat intelligence management

Subscuto leverages external threat intelligence 
feeds integrated into SOAR system to enrich alerts 
and incidents, improve triage accuracy, and speed up 
investigation and response.

 

A service as it meant to be

Managed security service with guaranteed SLAs, tailor 
made reporting, dedicated Service Delivery Manager, and 
flexible and scalable terms adjusting exactly to your 
needs, by professionals with proven track record.

Continuous improvement in security  
maturity and posture

From planning to execution, from on-boarding to steady 
state operation, our field experience ensures you 
benefit from a service relying on strong fundamentals, 
establishing the right base for constant progression in 
your cyber defense capabilities.

MDR service features



Subscuto’s decades of 
field experience in security 
operations, incident response, 
threat hunting and research 
provides the skills and 
capabilities your organization 
needs to tackle today’s and 
tomorrow’s evolving cyber 
threats

Subscuto’s unified XDR and 
security automation platform 
enables rapid deployment, 
simplifies event correlation, 
boosts incident detection and 
response, creating shorter 
time to value and continuous 
maturity improvement

The combination of security 
automation, best of breed 
detection technology, and 
Subscuto’s highly skilled IR 
team undertakes MTTD and 
MTTR under 60 minutes, while 
proactive threat hunting aims 
to uncovers active stealthy 
attacks to prevent beaches 
and incidents before they 
happen.

How you benefit with us?

INDUSTRY ACKNOWLEDGED TEAM UNIFIED SECURITY PLATFORM

INCIDENT RESPONSE DRIVEN 
BY SPEED AND EFFICIENCY

Contact us:

https://www.subscuto.com/about.html

Apply for live demo:

inquiry@subscuto.com Your shield on the cyber battlefield.
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